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Dynamic Range: (DR) in B-Mode

Control the contrast.
High contrast means more gray shadows. It uses for 
diagnose any vessel pathology (e.g. thrombus, 
dissection and others)
While low DR uses to see the adventitia of blood 
vessels.

High DR 

Low DR 





Sample size:

Decrease sample size will increase the frame rate= better image



Steering to get better angle

Change the highest velocity detection 
according to the blood vessel under 
examination

For arteries set the 
velocity high

For veins set the 
velocities low 
otherwise
The vein will not be 
detected



Color bleeding outside the 
vessel if the velocity set too 
low



Adjust the color Gain:

Too low color gain

Too high color gain

Adjust the amplification of doppler signal by adjusting the 
Color Gain, to overcome the speckling in the surrounding 
tissues.







Sample volume size:

The sample volume is the region where the velocities are measured. 
This region can be adjusted with the help of the trackball and is depicted 
as an interrupted line (Doppler line). The width of the sample volume can
 also be adjusted.

Lage sample size will detect the low velocity of surroundings.

Veins usually needs large gate (sample) while arteries usually 
required a small sample size (gate).





Spectral Doppler optimization:
The insonation angle: (beam Steering)

is the angle between the path of the Doppler pulses and the 
direction of flow in the vessel as indicated by the orientation of 
the Doppler box. When this angle is 90° (top), there will be no 
frequency shift because cos(90°) = 0.

X

Doppler angle correction:
refers to an imaging post-processing method used to adjust for 
the effects of insonation angle on the Doppler shift.
Measurement of flow velocity with Doppler imaging is 
dependent on the angle between the ultrasound beam and the 
target (insonation angle), with the maximum and true velocity 
achieved at 0 degrees (parallel to the target). In most clinical 
scenarios, an insonation angle of 0 degrees is impractical and 
angle correction can still be applied to achieve an accurate 
velocity measurement . Angle correction is considered accurate 
for diagnostic purposes at insonation angles less than 60 
degrees. At angles above 60 degrees, an error of up to 20-30% in 
calculated velocities can occur.

https://radiopaedia.org/articles/doppler-shift?lang=us




The Base Line and Scale adjustments:

For arteries focus on positive base line and large 
scale while for veins focus on negative and 
positive base line with small scale.

X
For Artery

Increased Scale

For Vein:

Decreased Scale



















Thanks for Listening
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